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A Capstan for Deep-Sea Hoists

W. L. JONES, C. L. BUCHANAN, AND J. J. GENNARI
Sonar Systens Branch

Sound Division

A novel capstan design has been studied and developed at NRL. The capstan consists of
,two identical slotted cylindrical drums which rotate internmeshed on axes which are both
offset andl canted with respect to each other. The operation of this capstan is somewhat sirti-
lar in principle to that of the winding reels which were originally employed in the textile
industry. However the NRL version, through an arrangement of eccentric journals, is cap-
able of continuously winding And laterally advancing a heavily loaded cable in such a manner
that it aligns itself on the capstan and consistently follows the samne path. Test results ob-
tained using models indicate such a capstan meets requirements for use as the traction
member of a deep-sea hoist,

INTRODUCTION UNIT

In the field of underwater techriology there is an FINGERo GAPSTAN / r STORAGE DRUM TENSION

increasing demand for improvements in deep-sea
research equipmfent. Included Among such equip- RLAIO~m

ment is a high-load-capacity deep-sea hoist, which
,is capable of storing long lengths of cable. When a
long cable supporting a heavy load is wound onto a RESEARCH

drum in a multitude of -layers, the shear loads ex-
erted against the side flanges, as well as the com-
pressive loads about- the drum shell, may become ......
exceedingly high. Complicated structural pro'b-
lems arise when designing a hoist of this type, T, TENSION UE WE HT

since long cables ne- nfii many layers of wind-

ings on the drur .. , :zecfion, one might
deduce that these ,.oads may be obtained directly L

from the summ.ior- of forces exerted by each
cable layer; however, *i-. ot .-. It is not Fig. 1 -Shipboard arrangement of hoist components
theoretically :r ,:, -4-1 ...-tio: ' i the stress
in each layer , .'e--- .>s: 1,,d; there
fore computat., o.. ,- .,- rt,'bution is a desirable consideration for shipboard appli-
on the drum : _, .es cation. The storage drum, with its tons of cable,
intractable. could be located at some remote position below

If the functions of haJl:'- .6- decks. The complexity of this system necessitates
were accomplished by s Somewhat greater space requirements and cost;
shown in Fig. 1, the as' - however these two disadvantages are offset by
problems are more eus , '. " a the aforementioned advantages.
two~stage hoisting systen, - - .. o be The two stages of the hoist are the cable haul-

stored under greatly reduced tentsio!. This is ad- ing unit, of which the capstan and its driving gear
vantageous, since it reduces the drum stresses are members, and a cable storage unit, which con-
and allows the use of a lighter, simpler strage of a storage drum, its driving gear, a level:-

drum. Low-tension cable storage also permits wind, and a constant tensioning device. This ten-
several different sizes and shaps of cable to be sioning device must maintain a predetermined
handled with only few modifications or adjust- bsk tension in the cable between the capstan and!
ments to the traction unit. The components of a the storage drum. The capstan must develop suf-
two-stage hoisting system can be arranged in such ficien't traction to provide the required ratio be-
a manner that the overall center of gravity of the tween the load tension and the desired storage
hoist system oud be substantially lowered. This tension. This tension ratio is found from the

equation
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where T, is the tension on the load cable; T., is the which is wouind about the capstan to be carried for
storage tension, e is the base of the natural loga- half the circunference of the capstan by the bar
rithms, IA is the coefficient of static friction, and members of each drum. For each half revolution of
o is the angle of wrap. Additionally, the capstan the capstan, the bar members of one drum carry
must provide continuous cable hauling that is free the cable. During the other half of the revolution
of slippage and sideplay To accomplish this, it is of the capstan, the bar merbers of the other drurm
necessary to devise a capstan which is capable of carry the cable, Thus, as the capstan rotates, an
liaterally advancing the cable as it rotates. element of the cable is transferred from the bar

members of one dtrumi, to those of the other, every
DESCRIPTION 180 degrees. The canted relation of the bars causes

The NRL capstan (Figs. 2a and 2b) consists of the cable to advance laterally across the capstan.
two identical drums which are in essence, axialily The result of these operations is to advaine the
slotted cylinders. The two cylinders are mounted cable laterally across the capstan in a series of
so that their bars intermesh, and the ,intermeshed approximately heical turns. The pitch of the helix
units rotate essentially in the same space that is deterimined by the angle between the canted
would 'be occu pied by one unit, on axes which are axes of the drums.
both offset and canted with respect to each other To ililustrate this operating prifnciple consider
Each slotted drum consists of two end disks con- Fig. 3, which shows the plan and cross-sectional
hected by axially mounted bars. The capstan may views of t'he capstan. The drums are shown both
be driven by only one drui. For greater efficiency canted and offset With respect to each other. As-
and less wear, however, it would be preferable to sume that the cable is moving from right to left.
apply an equal driving torque to both drujns. The cable first makes contact at point 1, which is

Torque transmission may be by gearing, roller on a bar of the upper drum (as seen in the sectional
chains, or some other nethod by which the unde- view) This drum is canted in such a direction that
sirable baratombar contact between drums is it pulls the cable laterally toward the other drum.
avoided. As the cable leaves the upper drum and passes

across the gap between the drums at right angles
OPERATION to the axis of rotation (point 4), it is transferred

In general, the operation of this capstan is simi- to the lower drum because the bar members of the
lar to that of the winding reels which were origi- lower drum now pass outside of the periphery of
nally employed in the textile industry. The offset the upper drum. The lower drum will carry the
relation of the slotted drums causes the cable cable during the next half revolution. Since the

(a) -(b)

Fig. 2 - Two views of NRL capstan test model
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... N/N\UPER UM the drum at point 1. The reversibility of the procw
ess is an important requirement for hoisting appi-
cations. For proper operation of this capstan, the

, _ cable must be guided to the capstan in a path
CANTING which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation of

... 0 the drum it initially contacts.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
LOWER DRUM The lateral displacement of the ca'sle is directly

proportional to the angle to which the drum mem-
bets are canted For the purpose of illustration,
the cant angle is exaggerated in order to portray
better the cable path across the drum. In actual
practice however, this ahgle may be quite small.

- As an example,let us assume that a length of 1-
itichadiameter cable is wound around a 48-ich'

.. BAR MEMBERS diameter capstan, as shown in Fig. 4. The minii-
OF I . mum lateral displacement must be at least one

U// ER DRUM cable diameter per revolution of the capstan. Then

in a half turnl of the capstan, the cable must ad-
vance a half cable diameter or h inch.

4OOFIA

Fig. 3 - A schematic showing the path of an element of DRUM OF CABE IN ONE HALF

cable during one rotation of the capstan REVOLUTION OF DRUM

drum is canted, it causes the cable to travel later-
ally in the same direction and at the same rate as
before. After passing the horizontal axis (point 10)
the upper drum again engages the cable and con- AXS OF DRUM ROTAION

tinues moving it laterally as it rotates (points 10 to
13). Neglecting relaxation, the cable motion is Fig. 4- Lateral displacement effected by cant angle
purely rolling action, free of slippage and sideplay.
There Are no unbalanced forces to cause this path The cant anle a for one drum is
to be altered. Each element of cable follows the .
preceding element throughout the same path.

This cable advancing process is reversible. As= (8)
suming the cable to be moving from left to right
(Fig. 3), it first makes contact at point 13, which is Since the other drum must also be canted to later-
located on a bar of the upper drum. As the drum ally displace the cable during the other half revo-
rotates clockwise, the cable is pulled laterally !ution, the total cant angle= 2a 1o!2'.
toward the other drum, since the upper drum is The offset must lie in a plane which is perpen-
canted in the same direction. As the cable passes dicular to the plane in which the drums are canted,
the horizontal plane (point 10), parallel to the axis and it must be of sufficient magnitude to cause
of rotation, it is transferred to the lower drum bem each drum member to engage the cable for only a

cause the bar members of the lower drum are now half revolution. The mini,nmum amount of offset re-
passing to the outside of the upper drum. As before quired is equal to the product of the drum radius
the cable is displaced laterally due to the canted and the versine of half the angle subtended by the
relation of the drums. After being pulled through gap between the bars of one drum (this minimum
one-half revolution on the lower drum, the cable is is reqIired to maintain clearance between the

transferred to the upper drum which engages the cable and the bars of the drum which are not to be
cable and moves it laterally until the cable leaves contacted). Both the offset and cant angle limit
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the cross-sectional contours of the bars, since they gible if the bars a-re shaped to provide a smootl
obviously must be shaped to operate intermeshed, tran~sition from the radius of the drum to the chord
'but free from mutual interference, between the bars. The correction may be deter-

To obtain the desired action between, drum mem- mied by the ratio
bers, eccentric journals, whose bearing faces are
both offset andi canted with respect to the mou nt- S/S' R/r,,
ing shaft, are employed. Figure 5 shows the ar- Algebraic rearrangemenft gives the corrected radi
rangement of the journals. It should be noted: that
parts 1 and 4 are identical as are parts 2 and 3. ary for sooth transition (Fig. 6b).

Parts I and 3 form a pair of beariig surfaces about S'R
which one drum rotates, while the other drum ro.
ta tes abouit parts 2, and 4.

The diameter of the drums is determined by the
- rminimum bending diameter of the cable. The

length of the drulms, however, need only be suffi-
cient to accommodiate the number of cable wraps

W --'- - '--x required to produce the required tension ratioi

POINtS OF

SECTION XSTRESS CONCENTRATION- 7

Y SECTION Y -

Fig. 5 Arrangemnent of journals showing offset and cant Fig, 6a - Bar members contoured to drum radius

It is due 'to this arran,gement Of eccentric jour- -

nal's that the aforemnentioned cab'le-advancing
principle may 'be applied to a highdoadocapavity , CABLE MAKES AND BREKS CONTACT

capstan. Heretofore, reels based on this principle T.R

were of the fingeredcantilever drum design. The
inherent weakness of the cantilever design, lirmits
their use to l'owmtension winding appi cgtions, such
as are found in the textile industry However, in
the NRL capstan the drums are much stronger ber r

cause the bar members are rigidly supported at
both ends. RADIUS

The peripheral contour of the bar members also
must be considered, It was observed that consider-
able wear results from action between the cable
and the contact surfaces of the ba'r members when
they are curved to conform to the drum radius, as
s'hown in Fig. 6a. The wear is due to the sharp
bending of the cable across the unsupported gap
between the bars. This difficulty becomes negli- Fig. 6b - Bar members contoured to corrected radius
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This may be determined from the equation cable to the storage druin is to be maintaitiedl at
20Q pounds (Ti then the tension ratio T1./7'

eIT . 14,000/200 -70-1. The coefficient of static frictionr
for steel on steel (,a) is assumned to be 0.15. From

As an exam nple, assume that a long cable is tensed these data the required Angle, of Wrap (0) is
to 14,000 pounds (T1), an-d that the tension in the determined.

6KLn 70 0.1,50
.... .... 248 -0. 1.50

a'... 10 4.4 28.3 radians

28.3 rad. -

The results -show that at least four and a half
wraps of cable around the capstan are required to
yield a 70-1 ten~sion, ratio; however, this mnust be
confirmed since the coefficient of fric tion A = 0. 15
is an assumed value which was takeni from a hanid-
bo~ok and may not be sufficiently accurate. By con
ducting a tension test using a scaled model of the
capstan with steel cable, weighing scales (to

measure m aximium T, before slippage), and a set of
constant tenision sprinigs (to apply tension T.,) as
shown in Fig. 7, the data in Table 1 was; obtained.
Results of the tension test itndicate 3 1 wraps of
cable yields only a 19.9:1 tension ratio and in order
to obtain a 70:1 ratio another~ wrap, or 4 / wraps,
is required. It therefore appears that the assump-
tion of 0.15 as the coefficient of friction is
acceptable.

TABLE 1
Results of Tension Test

(Steel Cable on Steel Bar Members)

Ti T,
3 Wraps-

1 lb 21 211b 21.0__
2 lb 3,8 lb- 19'.0
31lb 64 lb 21.3
4 lb 72 lb 18.0

Average Tension, Ratio 19.9:1
4 Wraps, ________

Ilb 9i 1b 92
21 152 1,b -7-6

-3 lb 240 lb 80
4 l-b -J(off scale) _______

Fig. 7 - Test setup for checking tension ratios AeaeTninRto 8.:
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CONCLUSION
The idea of Using a capstani of this type i.n th e

tractiont Uit o a deep-sea hoist seems fesib
Sinhce th ere is ho lateral motion, between the bar
memnbers and the cable, there is no tenidency to

Wrappte onate apgstnsielfo the capsta and~ coan-

tar discontinuities in the cable diam-eter cant also
be handled.

Fig. 8 - Setulp for continuous cable operation
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